BOLTON

™

Seating

THE SUPPORT WORKERS
NEED. THE VERSATILITY
COMPANIES DESIRE.

Designed with support in mind.
Designed for those who log many hours at
their desks, Bolton provides the adjustability
and support today’s workers need.
Comfortable to the core, Bolton comes with a
generous seat cushion, ample lumbar support,
adjustable arms and seat height, and synchrotilt mechanisms that conform perfectly to a
range of body types.
Bolton is also highly versatile. Available in
high-back with optional headrest and mid-back
versions, it’s the task chair that goes from the
reception desk to the executive desk.
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FINE-TUNED FOR
COMFORT.

Designed for focused tasks or working on the go, Bolton offers the perfect amount of sophistication and comfort. Bolton
makes a style statement while supporting users throughout the day. It’s easy to fine-tune this highly adaptable chair to
meet individual needs.
From seat height and depth adjustments to a body conforming back and 4-D arms, Bolton offers users the essential
features for comfort. Even more support is delivered with the choice of a center tension or an automatic weight-activated
synchro-tilt mechanism that supports and moves with each person’s natural pivot points and seated body motion.
Need a chair for the task at hand? Look no further than Bolton.

Center tension synchro-tilt
mechanism with upright
back-lock
Because all users are created
differently, Bolton is designed to
adjust to a variety of body types.
Users can easily set the seat back

Arm height, width, depth, and
rotational adjustment (available
armless, with 1-D, 3-D, or
4-D arms)

Seat height and depth adjustment
accommodates numerous body
dimensions

Optional headrest – high-back
model

Bolton can be easily tuned to each

Bolton's sliding seat pan offers 3"
of adjustment.

the optional headrest supports

user’s needs and preferences (shown
with 3-D arm).

Ergonomically designed for comfort,
your head and neck in a variety of
postures. Height and depth adjustable.

tension for comfort.

Body conforming or optional adjustable
lumbar support

Weight-balanced synchro-tilt mechanism
with multi-position back-lock

Molded seat cushion and lower back
design ensure comfort and prevent fatigue

From the lower back up, Bolton supports the

Choose the optimal back position and lock into

Shaped to conform to the individual, Bolton's chair

user for a full day’s work.

place. Control is located on the left underside

back naturally provides exceptional lumbar/lower,

of the seat. This weight-balanced mechanism

middle, and upper back support. Plus, a generous

automatically adjusts seat back tension, so

molded foam seat cushion offers years of comfort.

users don’t have to.

Due to print variations, colors and materials shown may not be fully accurate.
Please see your AIS representative if you would like a sample.
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DESIGNED TO SUPPORT
Design Bolton just the way you need it for optimal ergonomic
support. Bolton is a full featured task chair series with versatility—
including an array of back mesh and seat upholstery colors and
options—to suit any space. Plus, it’s configurable to support a
user’s size, shape, tasks and preferences.
Armless

1-D Arm

3-D Arm

4-D Arm

Features & Options
• Grey or black base, frame, and 1-D, 3-D, or 4-D arms
• Optional polished aluminum base
• Weight-activated synchro-tilt mechanism (automatic tension)
with four-position back-lock
• Center tension adjustable synchro-tilt mechanism with upright back-lock
• Armless, 1-D, 3-D, and 4-D arms in black and grey to match the frame color.
The 4-D arm with polished element, adjusts in height, from side to side,
front to back, and rotates. Once adjusted for proper fit the 4-D arm-cap
will lock into place.
• Optional headrest articulates and adjusts to support your head and
neck throughout various working postures. Height and depth adjustable.
(Available on high-back model)

Mesh colors include:

Graduated
Stripe-Black

Graduated
Stripe-Blue

Solid-Black

Solid-Grey

Graduated
Stripe-Grey

Graduated
Stripe-Orange

• 3" seat depth adjustment
• Pneumatic seat height adjustment
• Optional adjustable lumbar support
Due to print variations, colors and materials shown may not be
fully accurate. Please see your AIS representative for samples.

• Solid or graduated stripe mesh in a variety of colors,
or fully upholstered back
• High-back and mid-back version
• BIFMA level® certified
• CAL 117 or optional CAL 133 fire code compliance
• Certain pre-configured all-black models are in the Express Program
(three-day ship)

High-Back - 4400 (Express)/4400C (Configurable)

Mid-Back - 4471 (Express)/4471C (Configurable)

Weight

34 lbs

Weight

32 lbs

Width

26"

Width

26"

Depth

24"

Depth

24"

Height

41 – 45"

Height

38.75 – 42.75"

Seat Width

20"

Seat Width

20"

Seat Depth

16 – 19"

Seat Depth

16 – 19"

Seat Height

16 – 20" or 18 – 23"

Seat Height

16 – 20" or 18 – 23"

Arm Height

7.5 – 10"

Arm Height

7.5 – 10"

Lumbar Apex

8 – 10"

Lumbar Apex

8 – 10"

For additional images: http://imagelibrary.ais-inc.com/
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